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VMR Venus Bay SA - Notes on communications, entry and anchorage 
Venus Bay has one of the most protected anchorages on the Far West Coast, but good care and pre-
planning is needed for a safe entry or exit. The following information has been collated for visiting 
vessels by VMR Venus Bay who regularly monitor Marine VHF Channels 16, 67, 73, Repeaters 80, 81 
and 82. 

Communications:- Because we need to scan multiple channels, preferably confirm your call on 
Channel 16 and repeat it at least twice. All Repeater channels are marginal at Venus Bay and are 
received via channelling on the dawn/dusk marine boundary layer. Channel 81 is the most reliable 
Repeater Channel, but all are periodically interrupted by storms or hot Northerly winds. Note:- 
Repeater Channel 80 from Mt Bramfield (Elliston) has not been in operation for some years now. 

We generally pick up direct VHF calls from any high mast mounted antenna, from as far as the North 
East side of Pearson Isles and the signal is strong from the North East side of Flinders Isles, but terrain 
shadowing does occur across both islands if transmitting from the Southern side. For lower mounted 
antennas, the range can be halved. 

Along many parts of this coast, the 24/7 Adelaide Coast Radio Service for emergency only calls is 
available on Channel 16 and 67. Note:- As for us, in places that service is also made marginal by 
terrain shadowing, particularly if you are relatively close in to the many high coastal/island cliffs. 

Voyage monitoring:- additional to VHF radio and by prior arrangement, VMR Venus Bay will utilise 
regular mobile phone text messages for those undertaking just coastal cruising or we can arrange 
extended range voyage monitoring for them or for vessels crossing the Great Australian Bight. That 
service can be arranged if the vessels have either a Garmin In-Reach or a YB satellite tracking system 
(UK). The Garmin in particular can be configured to regularly send short text messages and GPS 
locations to us on the VMR Venus Bay mobile phone:- 0400-793 758, and it has an emergency alert 
function. 

E-mail service is often available near to the coastal  islands which have beacons on them and can be 
used to message us via:- robgregor2015@gmail.com (see Mobile phone and Data Services Section). 
As Base operators, we are volunteers for the State Emergency Services (SES) and SA Ambulance 
Service (SAAS Port Kenny) and if you are planning a voyage to this part of the Far West Coast of SA, 
you are welcome to contact us in advance of your journey. 

Venus Bay (from various sources):- It is an attractive and very sheltered bay which offers 360 degree 
protection and has a mild climate even in Summer. The only winds which cause uncomfortable chop 
in the anchorage are when those from the North and North West are at their strongest. It has a 
major fishing jetty that can take approx 8 – 10 large boats. The jetty has outlets for 240 volt power 
(inc' Three Phase) and water. At the time of writing, the water on the jetty was NOT fit for human 
consumption. 

Fresh Water & Food:- There is a General Store with fuel, gas, ice and general supplies. Both that and 
the Venus Bay Foreshore Tourist Park (which has showers, Laundry, ice and a kiosk with Postal 
Agency) have dining areas and both businesses do sit down and take away meals. 

VMR Venus Bay have been advised that by negotiation, it is now possible to obtain limited amounts 
of desalinated (fresh) water from the Beachfront Tourist Park on 08 - 86255073. You will require 
portable containers. 
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Entry to the Bay:- Prior to entering this bay, refer to current Australian Marine Chart detail and 
carefully line up entry beacons (recently renewed). The outer entrance to the bay is dominated on its 
North side by Point Weyland at 96 metres High. A breaking reef projects outward from that point. 

The charts clearly show the areas which break, the sand bars and anchorage areas. Note that there 
are a number of professional moorings in the bay. 

Before entering; carefully check weather conditions and tides and preferably enter during daylight 
hours because the entrance channel requires carefully navigation as seas in the entry can break 
under certain conditions. 

Mooring:- The jetty is curved towards the entry channel and has a cross pier about half way along. 
The Charts show a minimum depth of 3.5 metres by the jetty end. Barge poles and fenders are 
required and care should be taken when mooring against the jetty during strong tidal flows. Vessels 
can at times become wedged against the jetty and unable to move until the flow abates. There is a 
basic boat ramp near the jetty. 

The following Information supplied primarily by local Prawn Trawler Skipper, Terry Paul (M-Phone 
0408 499 031) 

 When in a sailing vessel, preferably make a daylight entry only and on a rising tide, and not 
when the swell exceeds 3.0 metres. 

 An outgoing tide and Southerly winds over 20/25 knots will both cause the swell crests to lift 
and to break more frequently. 

 Conversely, make your exit on a steadily rising tide and not during strong winds or with 
swells exceeding 3.0 metres. 

Note 1:- When the bay is emptying, the outflow can be 3 to 4 knots in speed. 
Note 2:- A good sand anchorage is available on the North side of the sand bar that is opposite the 
jetty. That mooring area has a couple of larger buoys used by the Prawn Trawlers. 
Note 3:- As the narrow entrance to this large bay plus strong winds can at times stall or delay the 
predicted tidal changes within the bay itself, Terry is happy to be called on his mobile phone for 
advice on weather and entry. 

Avoiding problems from Tide Race:- VMR Venus Bay have been advised by visiting vessels that if 
space is available, mooring along the T sections (the Cross Pier) reduces the problem caused by 
strong tidal flow. If possible, avoid mooring on the jetty with your vessel facing either North or South. 

Local areas of interest for Coastal Cruisers:- If equipped with a capable tender which has a shallow 
drive motor, the nearby Germein Island with its fine beach backed by high dunes, mangrove areas 
and tidal lagoon and the large Venus Bay Conservation Park (beginning just South and extending 
West of the island) with a number of good beaches, high lookouts and a large Tombolo Peninsula, 
are both well worth a visit. Be aware of natural risks when onshore and use good protective 
footwear. 

Port Kenny:- 
This small town is on the North side of this large bay and is the oldest permanent settlement. Entry is 
via a long winding channel with a number of diverging branches.  

The marked channel has a couple of short areas with about 1.1 metres minimum depth, until you 
reach a shallow sand bar closer to the town (on Aus' Marine Charts at 0.2 metres minimum depth). 
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 The town's short jetty on a rock groyne has approximately 0.7 metres of minimum depth at its end. 
This jetty is lighted but does not have power or water. Services are:- a Hotel and a Caravan Park with 
fuel, food and ice plus a Post Office and general supplies. An SA Ambulance Depot is within the town. 

Mobile Phone and Data Services (Most of this information supplied by Greg Smith from vessel 
Laccona):- Unless using a mast head antenna or a Cel Fi Repeater Booster System, the hand-held 
mobile phone service is often marginal to non-existent along much of this part of the West Coast. 

But data only services on PC or Tablet are available when close to Flinders Island and the Point Sir 
Isaac Light Houses/Beacons and local area only, mobile phone service is available at Farm Beach, 
Coffin Bay and when close to all of the other sizeable coastal towns (extending to Fowlers Bay). 

N.B. it is probable that most of the major land and island based beacons along this coastline will have 
a data only link in the nearby area. The intermittent mobile phone service allows pending text 
messages to be automatically transmitted/received as you enter the reception area near each town. 

Suggested references:- (Hardcopy) A Cruising Guide to the Historic West Coast (Vol 4 or later) By 
Graham Scarce.  (On-line) Royal SA Yacht Squadron - Cruising Guide. South Australian Sailing, West 
Coast - Jack & Jude. West Coast Cruise 2015 on calista15.blogspot.com 

Other information for Coastal Cruisers:- By request; VMR Venus Bay can provide another E-
document that has been prepared with assistance of locals who have very good knowledge of many 
of the better anchorages and coastal attractions between Coffin Bay and Ceduna (Murat Bay) and 
which also highlights some lesser known issues of risk. It also outlines the importance of the quite 
localised weather system and is titled 'Notes for Coastal Cruising, East or West of Venus Bay SA'. It 
may be particularly useful to those who are set up for coastal exploration. 

About VMR Venus Bay:- We work under the direction of the Streaky Bay SES Unit Manager. Our Base 
was set up by that Unit to undertake its Base Radio Operations and to monitor for Marine VHF 
Emergencies and general calls for assistance. 

We have access to a number of radio systems, including the Government GRN Network and limited 
monitoring of VHF AIS ship tracking. The local SES Unit website for this VMR base and its service 
limitations can be accessed on the Web by a Google search for:- VMR at Venus Bay. (N.B. The site will 
often come up alongside data for the larger VMR at Venus Bay in Victoria). 

Wishing you the best for your voyaging, 
Rob & Ruth Gregor 
VMR Venus Bay, SA 

 

DISCLAIMER! 
Please note that the information contained in this document are advisory notes only and is not to be used as 
sailing directions for any person cruising the Far West Coast. It does not replace the  responsibility of any person 
entering this harbour to check such critically important data as updated Marine Charts, Tide Times, Weather 
Forecasts, Swell Predictions, or to gain accurate G.P.S position headings and understand sea bottom conditions 
when choosing an anchorage site. 

It is provided free of charge by volunteers and it has been collated from various sources which cannot always be 
personally verified by the operators of VMR Venus Bay. The town services listed here were correct at the time of 
last review. 
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VMR Venus Bay 'The House of Antennas' 

 

 

 GPS Location:- S33,12.748 by E134,42.682 

 


